TO:  GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,  
      NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.  20408

1. FROM (AGENCY OR ESTABLISHMENT)  
   Selective Service System

2. MAJOR SUBDIVISION  
   National Headquarters

3. MINOR SUBDIVISION  
   State Headquarters

4. NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER  
   Mr. G. E. Boston

5. TEL. EXT.  
   343-7117

6. CERTIFICATE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE:  
   I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposal of the agency's records; that the records proposed for disposal in this Request of
   page(s) are not now needed for the business of this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified

---

7. ITEM NO.  
8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM  
   (With Inclusive Dates or Retention Periods)  

   1. Specific records of the Selective Service System generated under the 1948 Act, located in the 56 State Headquarters of the Selective Service System consisting of the following:
      a. Registration Card (SSS Form 1)
      b. Classification Record (SSS Form 102)

   These records are to be disposed of as follows:

   "Retain in the Selective Service System until January of the year following the year in which registrants attain 35 years of age, transfer to appropriate Federal Records Centers for 50 years, destroy."

   NOTE: The retention period specified constitutes an amendment to National Archives Job No. NN-171-145, constituting a change from permanent retention of these records. The amended period will permit destruction of the records when their current values have ceased.

   The Selective Service System General Counsel interposes no legal objection to the disposal of these records in view of the fact that their retention beyond the period specified would serve no essential prosecutorial or other specifically legal purpose.

---
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